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ABSTRACT

The availability of cheap and powerful microcomputer and

data communications equipment has led to a major revision of

instrumentation and control systems. Intelligent dsvices can

now be used and distributed about the Control system in a

systematic r-nd economic manner. Thes« sub-units are linked

by a communications system to provide a total system capable

of meeting the required plant objectives. PROWAY, an international

standard process data highway for interconnecting processing

units in distributed industrial process control systems,

is currently being developed. This paper describes the salient

features and current status of the PROWAY effort. '

INTRODUCTION

Industry is facing shifts in the economic climate with

increased emphasis in such areas as energy management, pollution

control, and conservation of natural resources. Future in-

dustrial prociss control systems must reflect these changing

demands by offering better control, reduced production costs, and

more complete and accurate operating data upon which to base

management decisions.
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Improved performance and economies are already being

realized through exploitation of the developments in semi-conductor

technology. Control system components and subsystems are being

redesigned to take advantage of microelectronics. The new

generation of local instrumentation and control 'functions, con-

taining inbedded intelligence through microprocessor-based

computers, not only offer improved performance but have enable^

a much wider spectrum of potential applications.

Other developments especially in electronic data processing

(EDP) and telecommunications, are also helping to shape future

process control systems. The availability of inexpensive and

powerful microcomputers together with data communications

equipment has made local and extended computer networks a

viable and attractive approach in the data processing environ-

ment .

Under the influence of these developments the traditional

approach to process control system design is being revised.

Intelligent devices and subsystems can now be used and distri-

buted within a complete control system in a systematic and

economic manner to achieve improved system performance.

DISTRIBUTED CONTROL

This distributed architecture returns the control functions

to the remote points where they can be most conveniently per-

formed and managed. Such process control systems are reminiscent

of the original manually operated plants in which instruments,

transducers and controllers were mounted directly on production

units distributed throughout the plant. At the same time
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distributed digital control incorporates many of the hardware

and software concepts of the classical centralized computer

control systems while avoiding the risks of depending on a

single computer.

In essence the new distributed approach embodies the best

features of distributed analog control and centralized digital

control to provide improvements in system performance and cost.

Distributed control offers many advantages to the system

designer. Hardware and software complexity are reduced by

partitioning whereby the system is subdivided into relatively

small subunits which are capable of concurrent processing.

Interference between subunits is minimized because they are

functionally independent. Maintenance and fault diagnosis of

software and hardware are greatly simplified. The inherent modu-

larity of hardware and software permits economies of scale in

instrumentation, control and communications.

The key to the successful exploitation of distributed process

control is the rationalization of these concepts into an inte-

grated approach to system design.

Traditionally, specialist suppliers have been identified

with transducers, actuators and instruments. It is equally

true with computers, microprocessors, and communications equip-

ment that no one vendor may have the expertise or products to

meet the requirements in all fields. Similarly software

functions such as operating systems, real-time languages, data-

base management and networks are regarded as specialist activities.

It therefore requires the detailied identification and
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specification of software and hardware modules and their

interfaces to permit coordination and integration of the

components into a viable system.

However, it is not sufficient to ensure cornpatibility of

system components. The system must be capable of meeting

performance objectives and must be optimised for the appli-

cation and the operating environment.

PROCESS PLANT •

In a typical industrial plant processing units are

gruuptd into local areas where a specific part of the process

is performed. In each such area materials and energy are

converted into intermediate or final product by local unit

operations such as heating, cooling, mixing or chemical

reactions. Each of these local process units may require

monitoring or corrective control.

Throughout the plant there may be many local areas or

control rooms each physically located near the processing

units. The activities in each of these local areas must

be coordinated and kept working to achieve overall plant

production objectives. The product from one area may be the

raw feed stock for another area. Several local areas may

share common services such as steam, water, etc. Coordination

of the plant requires that there be good access to process

status information from these areas.

The plant may be operating according to corporate

production schedules. It is necessary that management in-

formation be made available if timely and economic operation

of the plants is to be achieved.
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The typical industrial plant can be divided into a

hierarchy as shown in Figure 1. At each level there is a flow

of status information from lower levels and a flow of control

commands to lower levels. Superimposed on this'control

hierarchy is a topology determined by the physical location and

constructional layout of the plant. The topology determines

the transmission distance between levels. The nature of the

functions performed at each level determines the response time,

integrity and security requirements of the control and information

signals.

Local Area (Direct Control)

Control of the local process plant is via communication

with sensors and actuators over short distance. Real-time

process response requirements are determined by the plant

dynamics and can be fast. This is the most time-critical

level,-any failure here requires immediate action, typically

within minutes or even seconds. Duplicated functions and standby

units are frequently used in sensitive areas. Dedicated

control units or units capable of autonomous operation are an

obvious choice to ensure that the real-time response require-

ments can be met. With the advent of cheap microprocessor

computing power the operational area can now be under the

control of several dedicated control computers. These

intelligent units not only execute the detailed control tasks

but also perform data collection and reduction in support of

the information requirements of the higher levels of control.
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Plant Level (Supervision)

This level is concerned with the interactions between

operating areas. The control function here is one of coordin-

ation and supervision of the various operating areas to achieve

an intergrated production facility. The process response

requirements are still real-time and time critical but, since

the inter-area control is supervisory rather than direct, the

requirements are less demanding than at the operating level.

In the traditional centralized computer control system

a single large computer was located at this level. This

computer connected directly to actuators and sensors through

individual dedicated lines radiating from it. Because this

computer performed the local area control functions it was

often hard pressed to satisfy multiple interleaved real-time

demands from the various local plant areas.

When the intelligent units in the local areas perform

the detailed control tasks, the computational load and

communication requirements at the plant level are greatly reduced.

Corporate Level (Management)

Management decisions require a total picture of the

multiplant operation but this plant data is not required in

real-time. Production targets may for example be set on a

daily basis. In this case it would be sufficient that the

data base accessed by management be refreshed within this

period. Similarly, a failure of the communication systems

for less that this period would not interfere with the up-

dating of plant production targets.
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Communication Requirements

The communication and response time requirements vary

considerably between the levels of the control hierarchy. In

a centralized computer system all communication is handled

by this single processor which must satisfy the time-critical

needs of all the process units as we'll as transfer information

to the management level over considerable distances. All

communication is between levels.

In a distributed processing system intelligence is

added at the lower levels where response times must be fast,

data rates high and communications availability and integrity

are most important. Not only does this unburden the higher

levels but it localizes the time-critical communication so

that the transmission distances can be kept short. Information

transfers can now occur between units at the same level so

further reducing the data flow between levels.

It is apparent that the communication and response time

requirements vary considerably between the levels of the

control hierarchy. Communication within a control room or a

local area of a fast plant may involve information rates of

100,000 baud transmitted over 200 metres. Plant dynamics may

require resonse times measured in seconds. On the other hand

management level communication is not time-critical and might

be typified by an information transmission rate of 20 kbaud

over a distance of several kilometres.

A hierarchy requires a structured communication systems

with each level of communication optimized for the distances,

data rates and traffic patterns demanded by the appreciation

environment.
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STANDARDIZATION IN COMMUNICATIONS

It has been widely recognized that a standard communications

system, capable of supporting the requirements of distributed

process control as discussed above would enable .the system

designer to construct truly integrated systems.

In April 1975 at a meeting of Subcommittee SC65A (System

Considerations) of Technical Committee TC65 (Industrial Process

Measurement and Control) of the International Electrotechnical

Commission (IEC), working group WG6 was established and charged

with developing "PROV.7AY:a Process Data Highway".

The communication system proposed b" IEC SC6 5A is an

asynchronous or half duplex message mode serial line. The

functional requirements of such a system have been defined

and are incorporated in a draft proposal for the PROWAY System,

which provides a specification for functional and operational

requirements. '

The functional requirements document has been published and

is freely available. The following requirements are intended

to convey some "feel" for the PROWAY proposal:

(i) PROWAY is not intended to provide either an optimized

. interface for high-speed standard computer peripherals,

or efficient sharing of mass storage ;r periperals

between processors,

(ii) PROWAY is to be capable of supporting centralized

intelligence, distributed intelligence, and hierarchial

intelligence.

(iii) PROWAY is to be optimized for bit serial data over a

single shared communication link;a complete system

may i :mtain several independent links forming a network.
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(iv) PROWAY is to be capable of supporting transmission of

event-oriented data in real time. Also it is to be

capable of supporting direct data interchange between

any two stations without involving store and forward

at a third station.

(v) PROWAY allows one originator to deliver frames con-

currently to several destinations. Each destination

is able to independently acknowledge that frame,

(vi) PROWAY is to be capable of maintaining correct frame

sequencing and integrity of transmitted data while

operating in an electrically noisy environment,

(vii) The rate of undetected frame errors should be less

than one error per 1,000 years of operation, provided

that the data circuit bit error rate is less than

10 and the frame length is less than 100 bits,

(viii) No single failure of any part of any device should

cause failure of the entire process control system, or

of any functions except those in which the failed

device is directly involved,

(ix) The process control system should be capable of

tolerating changes of configurations without loss of

communication function, failure of any one transmission

line, or failure of any one station.

(x) PROWAY should respond to unsolicited requests within a

time period appropriate to the application (typically

2 ms.).
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The PROWAY specification is not intended to restrict the

technology of construction or the architecture used in a

particular application. It couldj for example, encompass a

twisted pair wire telecommunications link at one extreme or an

optical fibre communications system at the other. It does,

hc-wever, provide guidelines on safety, integrity and system

availability, which would apply equally to each type of system.

A PROWAY station is seen as having five logical levels of

protocol as shown in Figure 2. Each protocol layer is an indepen-

dent and logically complete specification. The final PROWAY

proposal will include detailed specification of each of the

protocols and interfaces (the network protocol is not included

within the scope of the PROWAY standard). The Highway Interface

and Path Interface are logical entities only, but the Coupler

Interface and Line Interface will be described fully with electrical

and mechanical specifications.

Current activity within the PROWAY effort is focussed on two

basic aspects of the communication system? the path or link

protocol, and the mechanisms for link control and link access.

Path Protocol

The- function of the path protocol is to perform the con-

version from an error prone, serial physical circuit to a relatively

error free logical link. The Path Unit serializes and deserial-

izes frames, generates and checks error detection codes, ensures

data transparency, and performs sequence control.

A number of path'protocols are in common usage for inter-

computer communication. The most widely used are BISYNC, DDCMP,

SDLC, ADCCP and I1DLC. HDLC is an international .standard protocol
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defined by the International Standards Organization (ISO).

It is of particular importance because it is specified within

the International Telegraph and Telephone Consultative Com-

mittee (CCITT) recommendation X25 which is a powerful network

access protocol designed for the long distance, packet

switching networks (such as DATAPAC in Canada). X25 will

almost certainly be implemented by common carriers world-wide

to provide an international communications network.

HDLC contains a frame-level link protocol which has

already been implemented in LSI hardware by many semi-conductor

manufacturers. One VLSI chip (Western Digital WD2501,WD2511)

which also includes many of the communications control functions

has been announced with sample quantities available early 1980.

IEC SC65A WG6 has already passed a resolution to implement

as many features of HDLC as possible in the PROWAY system. This

will not only give economies in production, but will also

allow compatibility between the process control networks and

the EDP system within a company. It will also allow the

process control community to use or adapt the peripherals, mass

storage devices and test gear developed for the HDLC-orientated

EDP market.

However, HDLC was developed for single master long

distance communication and there are several aspects of the

protocol which do not meet the PROV7AY functional requirements.

The specific areas of concern are:

(i) Asynchronous worst case responre time to Demanders.

(ii) Direct, peer-to-peer data exchange,

(iii) Undetected error rate.
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(iv) Broadcast messages with separate acknowledgements.

Cooperation with ISO is currently being solicited to

determine the minimum enhancements of the present HDLC

standards that are needed to meet the PROWAY functional re-

quirements. It is important that these enhancements be agreed

upon and accepted as part of the ISO specifications as soon

as possible ais to ensure that the next generation of VLSI chips

don't include or .omit features which will result in their being

incompatible with PROW/AY.

Figure 3 shows a typical implementation of a PROWAY

station using microprocessors and "HDLC" chips, etc.

Link Control and Link Access

The PROWAY proposals describes a process control system

including up to 100 stations (intelligent units) of which at

least two could be "manager units" responsible for data high-

way management; at least another two could act as "supervisor

units" responsible for supervision of highway operation; and

at least a further eight could be "demander units" capable of

making unsolicted requests for permission to use the data

highv.vy. A typical i istallation might consist of 31 stations,

of which four are likely to be demander units.

PROWAY defines a multi-master system; at any given time

control of the link will be localized, but the location of

this control will vary with time. Mastership, or the right

to allocate link access, c::n be transferred -in many different

ways. The PROV7A.Y Vtorking Group is currently conri daring a.'icl

evaluating alternative transfer mechanisms.
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The requirement that there can be direct information

exchange between any two stations without necessarily involving

store and forward in a third station and that the conununication

system must be able to handle unsolicited demands implies that,

at any given time,, several stations may be candidates for link

access. The method proposed for allocating link access and

the mechanism selected to transfer masteship are clearly inter-

dependent.

The path protocol and mastership/link access mechanism

are seen as key areas of the communication system. Once these

aspects are resolved it is expected that, it should not take

long to develop the complete PROWAY specification . A draft

proposal of the complete PROWAY specification should be avail-

able in late 1981.

CONCLUSIONS

Distribution of the control functions among intelligent

devices located close to the process uni permits an architecture

more compatible with plant topology. r : communications system

which supports this distributed proce ing can""be designed to

match the control structure of the p-L.̂ nt. Distributed process

control systems would seem to be a more natural approach than

the traditional centralized computer systems. The PROWAY

standard should enable the design of integrated distributed

process control systems to be optimized for the application

environment and capable of raeeting production and cost

objectives.
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INTRODUCTION

The characteristics! which differentiates process control systems from other
on-line real-tine computer networks is that the control ayotea output causes
material or energy to'nave.

Devices comprising a distributed process control system should be able to
coMiunicate uaaaibigously over a shared process data highway (FR03AY). the data
highway should ba suitable for serial transmission over a single, shared
electrical transnisssion line but the use of alternative trensaission cadia and
modes (such as fibre optics and parallel transmission respectively) vny ba
included.

1. SCOPE

This docusiant describes fuuctioc^l requirements of e. system for communication
between devices that comprise a distributed process control system. XftOWAY
communication protocols and interfaces complying t/ith this Gtandard vrill ensbie
devices ocnufactured by different organisations to ba used in the case control
system. • ' •
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2. APPLICATION ENVIRONMENT

2.1 Optimum characteristics

The characteristics of the data highway should b2 such that they provide optimum
conditions for use in control systems U3ed in die prccdiEg industries and shall
be applicable to both continuous and discrete processes. A process data highway
is characterised by the following:

a) Event driven cotsmunlcation which al!i>'T3 real time response to events.

b).Very high availability.-

c) Very high data integrity.

d) Proper opsratioa in the presence of electromagnetic interference and
differences in earth potential and

e) Dedicated intra-plant transmission lines.

2.2 EcbnoEi'c versus technical factors

To achieve broad applicability it is essential that process data highways should
be economical to use in control systems under the following conditions:

a) With low or high information transfer rate requirements.

b) Within a control 'room ?.nd/or while exposed to the plant environment and

c) In geographically snail or large process plants.

2.2.1 The ecor.oaic and technical factors may need to bs reconciled in order to
achieve a balance batwaen transmission line length and data signalling rate.

2.2.1.1 A data highway contained entirely within a local area (such as a control
rooa5 gsnecally requires:

a) A transmission line length of 200 a and

b) An information transfer rate of 100,000 bits/sec.

2.2.1.2 A data highway which traverses a large plant generally requires:

a) A transmission line length of 2000 m and

b) An information transfer rate of 30,000 bits/sec.

NOTE - While the requirements given in 2.2.1.1 and 2.2.1.2 are typical,
there are classes of control systens with both substantially higher and
substantially lower requirements.
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3. DEVICE TYPES

3.1 Communications between devices

Communications shall be provided between devices of the following types:

a)-Input, output and control devices. Examples of these are as follows:

1) Analog inputs - with and without special signal conditioning*

2) Digital inputs - with and without change of state notification.

3} Analog output.

4) Digital output.

5) Scanning and analytical instrument interfaces.

6) Combinations of the above.

7) Combinations of the above including process monitoring, alarm
and/or control algorithms.

b) Man/machine interface and product identification devices. Examples of
these are as follows:

1) Process operator consoles.

2) Alarm displays and annunciators.

3)' Video terminals.

4) Teleprinters.

5) Keyboards and keypads.

6) Character, line and special displays.

7) Label readers.

8) Sin5le card -aaders - mark sense and punched.

9) Badge and magnetic stripe readers.

10) Dedicated card punches.

11) Label, ticket and special forts printers.

12) Combinations of the above.

13) Combinations of the above including process monitoring, alarm
and/or control algorithms.
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c) Service, suuport and maintenance

d) Superi^ory coivputera a) b) esid c) which control and interrogate the
devicee described i;i 3.1. Theoa computers nay be required to exchange large
blocks of dzt?. ciid/ci" prosrair^fs \r±th Che other devices on an infrequent
basis... .

e) Combinations of e.ay or all of the above.

A process data highway is not intended to provide an optimized interface for
".ligh-speed computer peripherals, such as ziass Emories, line printers, unit
record equip*n.?nt cr graphics terninals. It is also not intended for efficient
sharing of V~KS storage cr peripherals between processors.

Ho devicse cr V'vr.j of devices are r.pecifically excluded from exchanging data
over a process <?at.i Mghiray, provided they•• co«forn to the-requirements of this
'standard. However, the syscan rhall b^ capr.bli?. of providing optimum performance
when Che devic'as lisired in j.l .̂re used.

4.1 Coatrol JY.°tf.a sirv.turs

L frocasa data hish?.v.y rb.clJ be capable of supporting control systems with
".eiZcrtflissi intolii.^nnce, distributed intelligence, hierarchical Intelligence
aad cozbinr.tion." thereof.

4.7. feta hi",lî .';_ rtru'vzitre

TI.c data hich,.-.ny chcll be CApabic of supporting transmission of event oriented
data in real M r s . It shall alec ba capable of supporting direct data
interchr.iigo 'o2f.\:sep. c.ny ̂ ;o c-tatious without ir.volvir.g store and forward at a
third etation.

4.2.1

Other vcrcions ex the cat.i highway nay be required v,hich allow reconfiguration
of the control sy-trti v̂ J.le the procoos is operating.. Such changes may be
allowed tc disturb the c::chanp,a of frades if limited to a transient effect,
provided that the Hat.v. hiclway is ab.le to def.ect such disturbances and that it
can recover full o^eratioti within r. titr.e appropriate to the application,

ples of confif,i.'':Atlon dMr-ga.'j which avy be needed are follows;

a) Extendjup, shortening or rerouting transmission, linos and

b) Connc:ct.tr3 or disconnecting, stations froa the transmission line.
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4.2.2 Station capability of the data highway. The data highway shall allow one
originator to deliver frames concurrently to several destinations. Each
destination should ba able to independently acknowledge that frame.

A data highway shall ba capable of supporting:

a) up.to 100 stations;

b) at least 8 demander stations;

c) at -least 2 supervisor stations;

d) at least 2 manager stations.

NOTE - A typical data highway may wall support a total of 31 stations, four
of which are likely to be de.mander stations.

4.3 Compatibility with other systems

The data highway should be designed to facilitate implementation of certain data
circuits using conmou carrier facilities.

5. MAINTENANCE ME) SERVICE FEATURES

5.1 Testing and fault diagnosis

While on-line testing and fsult diagnosis nGe<* n°t be Integral functions of the
data highway nevertheless the data highway shall.be capable of cupporting such
features which include:

a) traffic nonitoring and

b) loop back tests.

5.2 State transitions

Any station shall bs able to perform transitions from one state to another
without generating bit errors between other stations. Examples of such
transitions are a3 follows:

a) On-line/off-line.

b) Power-on/povrer-off.

c) Ready/not ready.

d) BuGy/not buey.

•e) Local/remote.
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6. PROTOCOLS

6.1 Caueral description of protocols

A dictributed process control 3ystea consists of a number of stations that
contain explication units. The stations communicate over a process data network
(or tigh\.E.y).

Tha logical structure of the data network is defined by several levels (or
layers) of ccmauaicntion protocols. Each protocol co-operates with its level of
equal rank in other stations supported by the data highway. Each protocol is
•interfaced1 vith the protocols above and below it. These relationships are
shown in figures i and 3.

Each protocol is logically complete and is independent of the protocols below
it.'This, ir.plies that new transmission technologies can be implemented by
replacing only the lower level protocols.

Each protocol defines the logical location of the functions required to
implement it. The protocols do not necessarily imply physical locations within a
station. (Sae figure A.)

6.2 The role of each protocol

The structure of the comiEunication functions within a process control system are
shown in figures 1 and 2 and the role of each protocol is as follows:

a) The line protocol is implenented by the line couplers. They convert
betv;cca line. ?.nd coupler frames vhich pass across the line and coupler
interfaces, respectively.

b) The path protocol is implemented by the path units. They convert between
coupler and path frames which pass across the coupler and path interfaces,
respectively.

c) The highway protocol is impleisented by the highway units. They convert
betvsr.n. paf-h and highway fraices which pass across the path and highway
interfaces, respectively.

d) The p-atwo-fc. protocol is implemented by the network units. They convert
betveen highway end network franes which pass across the highway and
n*2t;*-ork interfaces, respectively.

e) The application protocols are implemented by the application units and
co'uplsrs. These protocols provide rules for interpreting information in the
network (or highway) frames.

f) TUP. application units perform process control or other user defined
functions.

NOTE - While this standard relates principally to one data highway
including its transmission line(s), line couplers, path units and highway
units, the network units, application couplers, and application units ai.:-
described in 7.2 only to clarify their influence on the data highway.
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6.3 Protocol functions "

Each protocol shall be capable of carrying out the following functions:

a) Transfer data with high integrity by checking for errors and using
appropriate recovery procedures.

b) Notify the next higher unit of errors which it cannot correct.

c) Support communication of arbitrary data within the information field of
the frame passed to it from the next higher protocol level.

d) Be logically complete: every possible transaction sequence must be
predictable in its outcome and must exit to an acceptable state. Logical
completeness may be demonscrated by a transitiou state analysis.

e) Be transparent to transmission line lengths and data signalling rates.
This requ:?rement does not apply to- the line protocol or line couplers.

£) Support changes to. the number of Btations connected to the data highway.

g) Support changes to the status and mode of stations connected to the data
• highway.

b) Support monitoring and recording or communication performance.

6.4 Line coupler and protocol

The purpose of the line coupler is to convert frames from their internal
representation within a station to signals compatible with the transmission line,
according to the line protocol. In order to perform this function the line
coupler should:

a) Convert signals levels and or formats.

b) Provide galvanic isolation between the station and the transmission
line.

c) Monitor signal quality.

d) Generate and detect frame synchronization signals.

e) Add and remove frame delimiters.

f)- Detect transmission line busy, idle, and incomplete states,

g) Synchronize initiator, respondcr and listener(s).
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6.5 Path unit and protocol

The purpose.of the path unit is to convert frames from their parallel to their
serial representations and implement an error code according to the path
protocol. In order that the path unit performs these functions it shall be
capable of:

a) Serializing and deserializing frames.

b) Adding and removing frame synchronization patterns.

c) Detecting frame synchronization errors.

d) Detecting frame size errors.

e) Recognizing frames addressed to a designated station.

f) Preventing the station from transmitting without pause for an excessive
time.

g) Generating and monitoring an error detecting or error correcting code
that guarantee high data integrity. The error code shall encompass the
complete path frane, possibly excluding synchronization patterns.

vh) Handling highway frames of widely dlfferenc lengths efficiently..

NOTE - Information fields in highway frames typically range from 2 to
1024 bytes of 3 bits each. -

i) Performing switchover to a redundant transmission line when appropriate.

6.6 Highway unit and protocol

The purpose of the highvzay units is to supervise and manage operation of a data
highway, including error recovery and control of line access, according to the
highway protocol. The highway functions are organized into ranks which ara .given
below:

Manager (highest rank)
Supervisor
Demander
Initiator
Responder
Listener (lowest rank) . •

A station shall contain the function of at least one of the .above ranks. A
station is identified by the highest rank function that it contains. A station
normally contains all lower rank functions, but that is not a necessary
requirement.
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A station which Is currently performing t.ie funct. lone of a rank should be
described as active. Fee example, a station which performs the initiator
functions should be knova as the active in.itif.tor. There can be one or more
active listeners or daniandera on a data highway, but only one station may be
actively performing any other functiou.

A station which desires to ba activated at a rank should be described as a
candidate. For example, a station chicn is prepared to transmit a frame and has
not yet been granted active initiator status should be known as a candidate
initiator.

6. I Functions conraon to all ranks

The functions that all ranks &hall perform are as follows:

a) 24aintain the same time sequence of frames at the destination as at the
originator.

b).Support extendable addressing and control structures.

c) Notify the next higher rank of errors which it cannot correct".

6.6.2 Listener functions

The listener functions shall eccept correct frames of Interest to the designated
station.

6.6.3 Easponder functions

The responder functions phall accept correct frames containing the designated
station's addrcas(e9) and respond as appropriate and also inxoria the initiator
of accepted frames immediately.

6.6.4 Initiator functions

The initiator functiono shall carry out each of the following tasks:

a) Respond to the active supervisor's poll with a request for access to the
data highway.

b) Transmit frames to listeners*

c) Select transaction responder by transmitting frames containing the
responder's address.

d) Detect absence of frame acceptance by the respondcr and initiate
recovery procedures which, where feasible, shall be automatic and should
not delay other transactions unduly.
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6.6.5 Demander functions

The demander functions shall transfer an unsolicited request through the data
highway. This request is primarily used by a candidate initiator. The request
may be transmitted over dedicated lines or by generating special states on the
data circuit. If the deiaand function is used routinely, it shall not corrupt
frames on the data highway. A process control system may exist without demanders
if its real time response.requirements are satisfied otherwise.

6.6.6 Supervisor functions

The supervisor functions ehall parfora the following tasks:

a) Control Una access by establishing the active initiator for each
transaction.

b) Arbitrate contention among active deraanders and/or candidate
initiatore within a tine period appropriate to the application.

NOTE - In a typical application, the access time of an active denander
normally should be less than 2 EG, SO long as the frane transmission time
does not. exceed 1.5 TUB and aJ.30 the access tine of a candidate initiator
should normally be iesc than 20 ns, so long as the frame transmission time
doe6 not exceed 5 ns.

6) Monitor initiator activity to detect and deal with errors.

d) Limit transaction tiraes and numbers as required to keep any initiator
from overloading the data highway.

e) Ensure 'continuity of- data highway operation when the active initiator
fails.

f) Monitor performance of the data path iu use.

g) Activate an alternate data path where available and appropriate. For
example v;hen unrecoverable errors occur on the data path in use or when the
transmission line in use ic severed or disturbed.
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6.. 6. 7 Additional supervisor functions

The supervisor functions given in 7.6 may be supplemented by the following:

a) Transmitting global frames which are addressed .to all stations.

b) Activating and deactivating functions of lower rank within other
stations,

c) Initializing and setting modes in other stations.

d) Determining the status and mode of other stations.

6.6.8 Manager functions

A station with a manager function should conitor performance of the data highway
(possibly including all stations) and record this information. The managei
functions shall perform the following tasks:

a) Assign control of the data highway by establishing the active
supervisor.

b) Arbritrate contention among candidate supervisors within a time
appropriate to the application.

HOTE - In a typical application the access tice of a candidate supervisor
should be less than 1 s.

c) Ensure continuity of data highway operation when the active supervisor
fails.

6.7 Network unit and protocol

The natwork unit i&iy provide data highway interface services to the application
units in any station. The purpose of tha network units of stations that contain
director functions is to direct the oparation of a data network consisting of
multiple data highways. Data highway interface services provided by network
units cay be responsible for the following:

a) Converting originator and destination logical identifications into
station addresses.

b) Arbitrating between the data highway's maximum allowed frame size and
the TTiCesage size required by the application un\ts. Examples are rejecting
or buffering cessagee which exceed the maximum frus© size.

c) Maintaining the same sequence of massages at the originator and
destination.

d) Performing source to sink error checks on messages which the nser
declares are critical, for example a check before operate mechanic-, for
control actions, and a verification that specified actions have take;,
place.
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6.7.2 Director functions

A station that containe a director function will monitor performance of, and
maintain statistics on, the entire process data network. The director functions
shall perform the following tasks:

a) Assign management of the data highway by establishing its active
manager.

b) Arbitrate contention between candidate managers of a data highway within
a time appropriate to the application.

c) Ensure continuity of data highway operation when active manager fails.

d) Select alternate data highways between devices as appropriate.

e) Perform route selection and store and forward transmission between
devices as appropriate.

6.8 Application protocols

The application protocols cefine the rules w.ich ensure c.onsistant
interpretation of the application dependent information contained in network (cr
highway) frarac:s. Examples of application dependent information are as follows:

Subaddrecsp.G within the device.
Device control and status signals.
Data forMats.
Character codes.

7. SAFETY

*̂ * Fault potential

All devices used in the data highway shall be capable 6'f withstanding the
application oi: an allowable fault potential appropriate to the application.
Application of this potential to the device's connection to the transmission
line shall not damage the devd.ee or cause it to become hazardous to personnel or
other devices.

NOTE - This fault potential is typically the power mains voltage in the
areo traversed by the transmission l.ine(s).

l/hen the allowable fault potential is that generated by' a lightning strike Co
an arbitrary point near the trantn.iission l.fne(s), all devices used in the data
highway shall be capoble of withstanding the application of such a fault
potential.

KOTE - For example: A pulse of 2.5 kv peak with a 1 us rise time and 50 us
decay time. Test procedures are defined in IEC Publication 255-4.
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7.2 Optional version?

When intrinsic safety certification Is demanded the design of the data highway
shall ba capable of modification to neet ths requirements.

8. DATA TRANSFER INTEGRITY

8*1 USG in electrically noisy environments '

The data highway shall be capable of maintaining correct frame sequencing and
integrity of transmitted data while it is operating in an electrically noisy
environment.

8.2 Error1'' detection algorithms

The data highway shall include error detection algorithms that check the
complete coupler frame.

8.3 Residual error rati

The data highway shall achieve a residual error rate and information transfer
rate appropriate tc the application when expo sad to a typic.il induct rial
environment. The relationship bctwaen resideal error rate, information transfer
rate and data circuit signal to noise ratio Ray be expressed by graphs or
tables.

8.4 Undetected fraiaa errors

The rate of undetected frame errors should be less than one 1 error p°r 1000
years of data highway operation, provided that the data circuit bit error rate
iG less than 10-6 and tha frame .length is less than 100 bits. This corresponds
to a residual error rate of 3 >; 10-15 assuming 100 % utilization of a data
signalling rate of 1,000,000 bits par second.

8.5 -Low bit error rate

The data circuit chall achieve an acceptably low bit error rate in the presence
of a common mode potential appropriate to the application.

NOTE 1 - When the data circuit's trancnicnion line is entirely contained in
a protected are?-,, this common lsode potential is typically less than 10 V
peak-to-peak at frequencies less than 400 Hz.

NOTE 2 - When the transmission line is exposed to the plant environment,
this conation mode potential is typically less than 50 V peak-to-paak at
frequencies less than 400 Hz.
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9. SYSTEM AVAILABILITY

9.1 Restrictions on failures

No single failure of any part of any device used within or connected to the data
highway shall cause failure of the entire process control system, or of any
function except; those in \frich the failed device is directly involved.

9• 2 Tolerance to changes-of conf i;;uration

The process control system shall be capable of tolerating changes of
configuration, without .loss of coEmunicati'on function, failure of any one
transmission line, or failure of any one station.

9.3 Redundancy

The data highly shsl-\ provide sufficient redundancy in a proceus control system
with centra.lir.ru, distributed and/or hierarchiai intelligence to achieve high
control system availability.

9. A In tern J.I status anc! error reporting

The data highway shall h-svc: an internal status and error reporting capability.

9.5 Automatic recovery

The data highway shall b2 capable of automatic recovery from common failures.

^'^ Control of rt-tion"

The data hiphvay shell ensure that loading, starting, stopping, reloading, and
resetting any svration i:3 properly carried out.

10. PSRF&2!-iA,VOT CRI1S1MA

10.1 Conr-unicat ion efficiency

The highway and path prolocclr, shall nvake efficient use of the data signalling
rate.ar.d of ths transmission linrj b.indv;idth.

10.2 Resrcr.frg ti;?s

Th'?. data hif.hwr.y should be. cfti'fble of enabling any station, to obtain or provide
data within tisis l in i t s imposed by tlie type of massage
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